The Great Chocoplot questions. Chapters 5-8

Chapter 5. Answer 3 questions – you must include No 9.

1. What does it mean if you ‘shudder’?
2. What is a ‘conclusion’?
3. Why did the TV screen become a ‘green blur’?
4. Do you think Martin is brave? Explain why.
5. What ‘sprayed’ around the jungle?
6. How did Dad try and cheer everyone up?
7. Why are Gran and Jelly planning an experiment?
8. What is the ‘Chocopocalypse Crisis Helpline’?
9. Summarise what happened at Easter Egg Island in this chapter in one sentence.

Chapter 6. Answer No 9 and all its parts plus 2 other questions

1. What does it mean to ‘hesitate’?
2. Define ‘ancestors’.
3. What does the word ‘destiny’ mean?
4. What is a ‘caretaker’?
5. Why do you think Jelly wanted to hide the metal box?
6. Do you think Jelly likes Garibaldi Chocolati?
7. Explain why Jelly is so worried about her experiment.
8. Why does the author choose to end this chapter with a rhetorical question?
9. A) Identify three items they stored in the cupboard.
   B) What sticker was on the metal box?
   C) Where was Garibaldi Chocolati standing on his stool?
   D) What was the name of the homeless man?
   E) How many likes did Summer have on her homework video?
   F) Why was there a ‘riot’ at lunchtime?
Chapter 7.  Answer No 4 and all its parts plus 1 other question

1. Define ‘extinct’.
2. How do you think Jelly felt when she saw Dodgy Dave arrive? Why?
3. Explain how Dodgy Dave acts dangerously in this chapter.
4. A) What colour were Dodgy Dave’s chains?
   B) What did Dodgy Dave take out of his pockets whilst driving?
   C) What were the huge gates made out of?
   D) What did Gran think she’d broken?
   E) How many ‘Chocolate Walnut Mini Munches’ did they buy?
   F) What did Jelly type into her tablet?

Chapter 8.  Answer No 5 and all its parts plus 1 other question

1. What does it mean if your eyes are ‘fixed’?
2. What does ‘codswallop’ mean?
3. Why do you think Mum was attaching security tags to all the chocolate at work?
4. Why did Mum have bags around her eyes?
5. A) What was Dad learning about?
   B) What did the kitchen switch turn on?
   C) What did Mum have on her toast?
   D) What colour were Dad’s socks?
   E) What is Donny Daydream’s job?
   F) What is the professor’s surname?
   G) On what day will the Chocopocalypse happen in Jelly’s town?